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Time

Session type

Breakout A
HR & Payroll

Breakout B
Financials

Breakout C
Technology

Breakout D
Customer & Supplier

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovations

L3 | Ballroom A

L3 | Ballroom B

L4 | Room 5

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

8:00 am – 9:00am

Registration (L3)

9:00am – 9:15am

SAUG National Summit 2016 – Welcome (Ballroom A)
Andrew Ritchie, Chairperson, SAP Australian User Group

9:15am – 10:00am

International Keynote: Making the right strategic decisions - How the digital economy is impacting the SAP Portfolio
Hala looks after the global SAP product and solution portfolio and has to continually look at the trends impacting IT and SAP, to make the right strategic
decisions about what products to develop or discontinue. In this presentation she will look at the trends impacting the SAP product portfolio including
technology, the digital economy, connectedness and innovation. She will focus on what she sees as the emergence of a strong digital, data core or platform
and the growth of innovative, agile solutions around that core addressing specific line of business or industry needs. Gain valuable insights into how SAP is
developing current and future solutions to meet these trends and how you can make the right strategic decisions to take advantage of these growing
opportunities.
Hala Zeine, Senior Vice President, SAP Portfolio and Commercialization, SAP SE (Germany)

10:00am – 10:45am

Keynote: (Platinum Sponsor) Implementing SAP on Public Cloud, Hybrid Cloud or Private Cloud?
Lenovo has now implemented more than 5,000 SAP HANA appliances across all environments including Public Cloud, Hybrid Cloud and Private Cloud. As
one of the most frequent questions asked by members is; what is the optimum path or deployment option for SAP HANA, hear from Lenovo and its
customers about how they have successfully implemented SAP and SAP HANA. Find out what are your key technology choices today and in the future that
will drive successful, cost effective deployments.
Rob Makin, Director - Lenovo Data Centre Group, ANZ
Andrew Silvers, Alliance Manager - Lenovo Data Centre Group, ANZ
Michael Dayaseela, SAUG SIG Lead – HANA Melbourne, Manager Business Intelligence, Village Roadshow
Jeff Durham, Chief Operations Officer, Viatek Technology

10:45am – 11:15am

Morning break
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11:15am – 12:00pm

Session type

Breakout sessions 1

Breakout A
HR & Payroll

Breakout B
Financials

Breakout C
Technology

Breakout D
Customer & Supplier

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovations

L3 | Ballroom A

L3 | Ballroom B

L4 | Room 5

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

1A: Transforming HR
and moving to the cloud
– the Origin Energy
experience
Origin Energy embarked
on a journey some time
ago to move its HR
systems into the cloud. In
this presentation, Nikki
from Origin will discuss
the journey, the pain
points that led to the
journey and experiences
so far, challenges and the
transformation of HR at
Origin Energy. She will also
discuss:

Improving processes
and systems to drive
HR transformation

The 3 ingredients –
Systems, Processes &
People

Challenges,
mitigation and
lessons learned

One year on from golive

1B: International
Better planning and
analytics – in half the time
Gain an understanding of the
critical design factors to
ensure ‘fitness for purpose’ in
a planning, forecasting,
budgeting, and analytics
solution. How do you ensure
business control and why is
this so important? How do
you provide business agility?
How do you reduce lag in
decision making? How do
you avoid running into brick
walls in planning platform roll
outs? What enables and
optimises dynamic
modelling? Why should you
think about a unified
planning and analytics
environment and what does
that really mean? And why is
technical complexity such a
barrier to decision
making? Hear how the
Apliqo C3 solution answers
these questions and
unleashes the decision
making potential of your SAP
system.

1C: What are the
innovations and
implications in hybrid
cloud for SAP that
matter to me!
Gartner predicts that
nearly half of large
enterprises will be
engaged in a combined,
public/private cloud
operation, commonly
referred to as "hybrid" by
the end of 2017. In this
session we will explore
the SAP application,
HANA and other
platform specific
innovations in
orchestration,
automation,
management, security
and other key
requirements. We will
peel back the layers of
technical complexity and
highlight the ease of
adoption of hybrid cloud
to realise the true value
and potential for you.

1D: Building the next
generation digital
customer platform
Frasers, a leading
developer of residential
communities and
commercial property,
lacked a robust, scalable
digital platform, so its
marketing teams could
only deliver a
fragmented digital
response while facing
substantial disruption.
This presentation will
show how they leveraged
their existing SAP
investment to develop an
integrated customer
experience – improving
efficiency and outcomes
for sales and marketing
teams while better
engaging with customers
across the lifecycle.

1E: Create the agile ERP
- plan, test and
accelerate rollouts,
collaboratively from
the cloud.
Learn how you can
leverage Panaya
CloudQuality™ Suite
through each phase of
your S/4 HANA or SCM
project. See how to
drastically increase
productivity, enable real
time reporting, while
providing a user friendly
interface. Not forgetting
security and compliance;
analyse your SAP custom
code and identify and
prioritise all risks and
issues and learn how to
address them, providing
full transparency into all
security & compliance
gaps and their
corrections.

1F Unleashing the
power of Digital to
drive value in a
world where the
customer is In
charge
Dima Ceban, SAP
Head of Industry
Value Engineering, will
share insights on how
organisations across
ANZ are approaching
their digital business
transformation
initiatives, as well as
findings from the
recently released 2016
Australian Digital
Experience Report
which investigates the
correlation between
digital experience and
business outcomes,
and what Australian
consumers value most
when interacting with
brands digitally.



The future of Origin’s
cloud journey

Nikki Symonds
Head of People &
Culture Systems
Development &
Operations
Origin Energy
Cloud HR
12:00pm – 12:05pm

Daniele Tedesco
CEO, Apliqo AG & General
Manager, Cubewise DACH
Region (Germany, Austria
and Switzerland)

Nathan Vandenberg
General Manager - Data
Centre Business Unit
Dimension Data
Hybrid Cloud

Financials, Forecasting

Transition

Sumeer Shoree
Chief Information
Officer,
Frasers Property
Digital Customer
Engagement

Michael Samootin, VP
ANZ,
Panaya
Agile ERP

Dima Ceban
Head of Industry
Value Engineering,
SAP ANZ
Digital
transformation
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12:05pm – 12:50pm

Session type

Breakout sessions 2

Breakout A
HR & Payroll

Breakout B
Financials

Breakout C
Technology

Breakout D
Customer & Supplier

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovations

L3 | Ballroom A

L3 | Ballroom B

L4 | Room 5

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

2A: Ensuring SAP project
success with optimised
Change Management
Feedback from recent
large scale SAP projects
suggests that the most
critical factor determining
success is people; their use
of the new system and
how the process of change
was managed. If cultural,
change and user issues
have not been addressed
or management in an
optimum way the project
will not deliver anywhere
near the expected
benefits. Sue, a leading
researcher and educator of
change managers for SAP
projects will help you to
develop a strategy and a
checklist of change
management issues to
address as well as where
to find resources to ensure
your SAP project is a
success.

2B: Keynote
The business case for
moving to S4 HANA and a
more mobile workforce the Tomago story
Tomago Aluminium is one of
the largest aluminium
producers in Australasia. As
part of an ongoing efficiency
drive Tomago identified
significant benefits that could
be achieved by modernising
its SAP environment and replatforming on a cloud-based
infrastructure. Tomago also
introduced new mobile
enabled applications, using
SAP Work Manager and SAP
Inventory Manager to
provide improvements to
field plant maintenance and
inventory management –
deploying the entire system
through a partner managed
cloud subscription service.
Hear how Tomago built its
business case to move to a
contemporary SAP platform
that includes SAP S/4HANA
Simple Finance, and a more
flexible licensing model.

2C: How Lion is
leveraging the HANA
Cloud Platform to bring
innovation to life.
Lion, one of Australasia’s
largest food and
beverage companies is
undergoing a major
transformation in all its
business processes.
Learn how Lion IT is
delivering simple, agile
and value driven
solutions, through design
thinking and innovation
on the SAP HANA Cloud
Platform. As well, gain
insights into the further
possibilities for this
technology.

2D: Simpler
procurement with Ariba
Light – the AusNet
Services Experience
Cor will show how
AusNet services is
simplifying its
procurement processes
with the new
functionalities from Ariba
Light. He will discuss
AusNet’s experiences
and focus on:

Where does AusNet
utilise Ariba Light?

What were the
implementation
lessons?

What benefits have
been achieved?

2E: Mini Workshop

2F: Transforming
Public Sector
processes with the
S/4HANA based
Model Agency
This presentation will
provide an update on
the SAP Model
Agency project
including business
processes covered,
system build progress,
and plans for the next
phase. We will also
share insights on
Digital Government,
as well as the
implications for Local
Councils and Public
Sector Organisations

Tim Reid
Solution Architect
Lion

Cor Van der Scheer
Procurement Processes
& Systems Manager
AusNet Services

Dr. Susan Foster
SAUG SIG Lead,
Organisation Change
and Training & Senior
Lecturer, Monash
University
Change management
12:50pm – 1:50pm

HANA Cloud Platform
Procurement, Ariba
Light

Best Practices for
building SAP NW
Gateway Services (Part
1- Overview)
Gateway Services are
everywhere - but there is
little information on how
to build them, the traps
to avoid and the best
design patterns. In this
workshop you will learn
how to look out for the
common pitfalls and how
to avoid them. We will
cover principles and
techniques for service
design, code reuse,
optimising performance
and flexibility that will
help you build robust
Gateway services and
help you bring your Fiori
apps to reality sooner.
Graham Robinson
SAP Mentor & Principal
Consultant
Yelcho Systems
Consulting
Netweaver

Steve McIntyre
Chief Financial Officer
Tomago Aluminium
S/4HANA, Transformation

Lunch

Phillip Merrick
Enterprise Architect
- Public Sector
SAP Australia
Digital government
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1:50pm – 2:35pm

Session type

Breakout sessions 3

Breakout A
HR & Payroll

Breakout B
Financials

Breakout C
Technology

Breakout D
Customer & Supplier

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovations

L3 | Ballroom A

L3 | Ballroom B

L4 | Room 5

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

3A: HCI – what is it and
why should you consider
using it…or not!
The integration of onpremise and cloud HR
systems is a key concern
of many SAP users. HANA
Cloud Integrations
promises to facilitate the
integration of data and
business processes across
on-premise and cloud
applications (or cloud to
cloud, cloud to onpremise integrations) in a
simple, reliable and real
time manner. Chris has
done the hard yards and
will show you:
 Features and Service,
what does SAP HCP IS
offer? What is it not?
 Infrastructure: what do
you need to make SAP
HCP IS run?
 Typical Scenarios,
demo How should you
use SAP HCP IS?
 Next Steps: how to get
started, Skills needed

3B: Harmonising UX across
S/4HANA (for Cloud, onpremise, hybrid)
Want to minimise change
management turbulence for
your people when
transitioning from old
transactions to new apps?
From on-premise to Cloud or
hybrid? Learn what S/4HANA
brings to harmonise the user
experience across
technologies – Fiori,
Personas, WebDynpro - and
cloud solutions – HCP,
SuccessFactors, Concur, etc.
Still on the journey to
S/4HANA? Understand what
you can use now to smooth
the journey for your people

3C: Five things you
should know before
migrating to HANA
Benefit from the
invaluable insights and
lessons learned from
UGL’s migration to
HANA, as they share their
top 5 tips that will help
you in your journey to
HANA:
1. Infrastructure
planning and sizing
is key.
2. Don’t believe
everything you read.
Practice! Practice!
Practice!
3. Done with EHP7?
HANA migration is a
breeze.
4. Not all resources
are created equal.
5. Change is upon us.
FOMO is real.

3D: HANA - driving
digital transformation
and optimising client
services at GHD
Hear how SAP HANA is
driving the digital
transformation at GHD,
one of the world’s
leading professional
services companies.
Jorge will discuss how
HANA has revolutionised
the internal BI, as a single
source of truth, as a Data
Hub for all applications,
in external client services
and as a driver of new
revenue stream services
– all in a non-SAP centric
company

3E: Mini Workshop
Best Practices for
building SAP NW
Gateway Services (Part
2- In depth)
Continuing from part
one of the mini
workshop, this session
will be a more in depth
look at Gateway Services,
how to build them, the
traps to avoid and the
best design patterns.
Learn how look out for
the common pitfalls and
how to avoid them.
Learn principles and
techniques for service
design, code reuse,
optimising performance
and flexibility that will
help you build robust
Gateway services.

Nadeera Hoosen
ICT Solutions Delivery
Manager,
UGL Limited &
Jamie Grande
SAP Technical Manager
UGL Limited

HANA, BI, Client
Services

3F: Reimagine
Analytics for the
Digital Economy
with SAP
BusinessObjects
Cloud
Combining planning,
business intelligence,
and predictive
analytics in a single
cloud-based solution,
SAP BO Cloud
simplifies planning
and analysis providing
you with the ability to
analyse data and
collaborate in realtime. Learn how SAP
BO Cloud and the
Digital Boardroom can
provide a single
source of truth about
a company’s most
important business
metrics, enabling
business leaders to
monitor and simulate
the impact of
potential decisions on
financials and
operations.

Chris Paine
SAP Mentor and Chief
HR Geek
Discovery Consulting

Jocelyn Dart
SAP Mentor & UX Specialist
SAP Australia

Jorge Lizama
Data/BI Solutions
Architect
GHD

S/4HANA UX

HANA migration

HANA Cloud Integration

Graham Robinson
SAP Mentor & Principal
Consultant
Yelcho Systems
Consulting
Netweaver

Andreas Kral
Centre of Excellence
BI & Predictive
Analytics
SAP Australia
BO Cloud Analytics

2:35pm – 2:40pm

Transition
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2:40pm – 3:25pm

Session type

Breakout sessions 4

Breakout A
HR & Payroll

Breakout B
Financials

Breakout C
Technology

Breakout D
Customer & Supplier

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovations

L3 | Ballroom A

L3 | Ballroom B

L4 | Room 5

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

4A: From paper to
people - the
SuccessFactors journey
at Woolworths Limited
It's not every day that a
company of almost
200,000 employees
embarks on a green-field
journey with
SuccessFactors and SAP
Payroll. But from the very
beginning, Woolworths
Limited focused its efforts
on using technology as a
catalyst for much broader
change. Find out how the
implementation project
was the enabler for
transforming not only the
HR capability, but the very
relationship between
manager and employee, as
well as:

The underlying
transformation
program

Process and benefits
to employees

People strategies

Key lessons learned

4B: How to harness mobile
and web apps to accelerate
and control SAP based
financial processes
Learn how Zimmer developed
an end-to-end mobile
process for its finance, sales
and management teams
throughout the region using
a combination of applications
and tools. Benefits included
more accurate, faster and
transparent financial and
inventory controls.

4C: Get up and running
on IoT services on
HANA Cloud Platform
Want to know how get
up and running on the
exciting new world of IoT
services on HCP? This
session, with the help of
some special guests, will
demonstrate how to
enable and create an IoT
service and start
streaming the data. It will
also show you how you
can use the HCP tools to
visualise your data
stream.

4D: How ABAP push
channels can improve
the speed and accuracy
of orders and
deliveries in a fast
paced manufacturing
environment
ABAP push channels are
a cutting edge SAP
technology which replace
intensive constant
polling with a publish
and subscribe
mechanism to receive
messages from inside
and outside your SAP
system. Learn how this
leading Australian
building materials
company used this
technology to improve
the speed of call centre
processing and the
accurate communication
of sales orders to
delivery dispatchers.

4E: Mini Workshop
In-depth look at
Solution Manager 7.2 –
discover new
functionalities to better
run your system (Part 1
– overview)
Solution Manager 7.2
promises more
pragmatic business
process management,
easier communication
within your business and
greater value through
increased cloud adoption
and use of in-memory
technology. In particular.
it is supposed to be ideal
for running S/4HANA.
SolMan guru Tony De
Thomasis will take the
covers off this new
release to help you
understand the actual
benefits for your system
and business needs, and
how to get optimum
value from the new
functionalities

4F: Maximising the
value from SAP
S/4HANA
Join this session to
hear an update on
SAP S/4HANA and
how local and global
customers are gaining
business value from
their S/4HANA
projects. Learn about
the On premise and
Cloud deployment
options and how
customers have taken
advantage of these
for fast time to value.
Hear the latest on
SAP’s roadmap for
S/4HANA and the
1610 On Premise
release scheduled for
October. Discover
how your organisation
can benefit from
going down the
S/4HANA path and
where SAP can help
you

Tony De Thomasis
SAP Mentor, Technical
Specialist, SAPWorks,
Senior Lecturer in SAP
Victoria University

Paul Swain,
S/4HANA GTM Lead
SAP Australia

Eduardo Quijano
CPA Finance BRM
Zimmer Biomet
Mobile financials

Chris Rae
SAP Mentor,
Technology, UX & UI5
Specialist
D’Alrea Solutions
IoT, HCP

Paul Hardy
Technology author and
Senior ABAP
Programmer
Hanson

Greg Taylor
HCM Change Manager
Woolworths

ABAP

SuccessFactors, Payroll

Solution Manager
3:25pm – 3:55pm

Afternoon Tea

S/4HANA
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3:55pm – 4:40pm

Session type

Breakout sessions 5

Breakout A
HR & Payroll

Breakout B
Financials

Breakout C
Technology

Breakout D
Customer & Supplier

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovations

L3 | Ballroom A

L3 | Ballroom B

L4 | Room 5

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

5A: Workforce
optimisation at the
Australian Taxation
Office
This presentation will show
how the Australian
Taxation Office structures
its HR data and uses its
SAP system to optimise its
workforce by enabling
strategic workforce
planning and workforce
design. It will also show
how SAP is being utilised
to gain workforce insights
through analytics.

5B: Understanding the
hidden value in the new
SAP BusinessObjects
Licensing Model
Are you running an EDW
environment and struggling
with poor performance? Then
this session is not to be
missed. Filled with live
demonstrations, walk
through the journey that you
go through to migrate one of
your existing Enterprise Data
Warehouse databases onto
SAP IQ, SAP Data Integrator
and SAP PowerDesigner. This
session is relevant for existing
or potential new SAP
BusinessObjects customers
looking at leveraging the new
licensing model.

5C: Building a HCP
application – the tips
and tricks you should
know
The HANA Cloud
Platform (HCP) provides
a great amount of power,
flexibility to build Cloud
applications. Chris will
show you:
 What is HCP and
where is it used?
 When you should and
shouldn't think about
HCP for extending
your solution
 Real life HCP
extension scenarios:
examples of
extensions/ products
 How is it licensed?
What can I do to
avoid confusion?
 How long to develop
and is it expensive?
 How to do it? Skills
needed for in-house
HCP development

5D: Burn the books! how Rawson Homes
developed a better
system for issuing
goods & services orders
in the field.
Rawson Homes needed a
better way enable field
staff to issue adhoc
orders for goods and
services during the house
construction and
warranty stages. Around
1000 manual purchase
orders per month were
being hand written on
triplicate carbon pads
and then sent to the
finance team for manual
data entry and validation.
Additionally there was
little or no formal
approval process. This
session will discuss:

How Rawson
analysed the
problems and
determined the
potential solutions

What was
implemented

The final outcome
and benefits

5E: Mini Workshop
In-depth look at
Solution Manager 7.2 –
discover new
functionalities to better
run your system (Part 2
– Deeper Dive)
In part 2 of this mini
workshop, Tony will go
deeper into the
functionalities of
Solution Manager.
Through demonstrations
he will help you learn the
latest tools and
processes to reduce
support costs and drive
innovation. He will also
advise on the best
deployment options and
innovations that you can
take advantage of right
away.

5F: SAP HANA Cloud
Platform - Enabling
digital
transformation with
APIs and SAP API
Management
Securely share your
digital assets,
processes, and
information with
developer
communities – using
SAP HANA Cloud
Platform, API
management. Easily
share digital
information with
developers, run realtime analytics and
reporting on usage
metrics – and improve
customer, partner,
and employee
engagement.

Gavin Wright
Director Workforce
Planning
Australian Taxation
Office
Workforce planning

Clint Vosloo
SAP Mentor & Managing
Partner
EV Technologies
BO licencing models

Chris Paine
SAP Mentor and Chief
HR Geek
Discovery Consulting
HCP apps

Matt Gardiner
Head of IT
Rawson Group
Mobile purchase orders

4:40pm – 4:45pm

Transition

Tony De Thomasis
SAP Mentor, Technical
Specialist, SAPWorks,
Senior Lecturer in SAP
Victoria University
Solution Manager

Murali Shanmugham
Application
Architect
SAP Australia
HCP API
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Session type

Breakout sessions 6

Breakout A
HR & Payroll

Breakout B
Financials

Breakout C
Technology

Breakout D
Customer & Supplier

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovations

L3 | Ballroom A

L3 | Ballroom B

L4 | Room 5

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

6A: Building an end-to end injury and
compensation
management system…all
in SAP!
The NSW Police Force has
developed comprehensive
compensation
management systems with
its existing SAP solutions.
David will discuss the
functionalities of the
system including reporting
of an injury, investigation,
injury case management,
compensation payment,
and recouping payments
from the insurer. He will
also explain the
modifications to the
payroll schema, linkage
from the case
management system to
leave and payroll,
document management,
and work flow.

6B: IBCS – How you can
adopt a Global Standard for
Reporting to benefit your
organisation
Increasingly BI vendors such
as SAP are incorporating IBCS
functionality in their
solutions. International
Business Communication
Standards (IBCS) is a globally
accepted set of guidelines for
conceptual, perceptual and
semantic design of charts and
reports. This session will
cover the fundamentals of
IBCS and how it can be
adopted in your company to
provide a template for the
efficient communication of
important business data.

6C: S/4HANA – what
you need to know
about the latest
functionalities
Explore how S/4HANA
fully leverages the
performance and
simplification capabilities
of SAP HANA and
delivers a modern,
personalised, and simple
SAP user experience that
can run on any device.
Also see how it provides
instant insights on any
data using S/4HANA
Embedded Analytics.

Reporting

6E: Fiori everything
with mobile access at
Hydro Tasmania – Let’s
do it, and in 3 months
Hydro Tasmania quickly
realised that Fiori
(including Personas)
could be used as an
enabler and alternative
to SAP Business Client
and SAPGUI for a large
number of users to drive
more engagement and
efficiency using SAP.
With this vision in mind,
Hydro couldn’t just go
with a Fiori Launchpad
containing a few Fiori
apps so they decided to
build an ESS/MSS
alternative that included
the new My Inbox with a
combination of existing
self-service functionality
and available Fiori apps.
See a live demo and hear
about Hydro’s journey so
far.

6F: Harness the
Internet of Things
with a Cloud
Platform
Discover how the
Internet of Things,
Industry 4.0, and the
industrial Internet are
transforming
approaches to
product design,
manufacturing, and
aftersales service.
Examine the elements
for success in building
business models that
support connected
manufacturing,
connected products,
and solution delivery
in the digital
economy.

David Caldwell
Manager Workers
Insurance
NSW Police Force

6D: Warehouse
management with
voice technology at
Viridian Glass
Viridian glass recently
delivered significant
business improvements
through the practical and
pragmatic
implementation of Voice
technology across their
business. The biggest
challenge and benefit
was OH & S and worker
safety issues in ensuring
a safe and compliant
business process across
warehousing operations
from inbound to
outbound activities. Hear
Viridian’s perspectives on
project experiences, what
lessons were learnt and
what were the tangible
outcomes of
implementing voice
technology direct to
SAP.
Justin McKenzie
Warehouse &
Distribution Manager
& Irfan Fundolly
Supply Chain Lead,
Viridian New World
Glass (CSR)
Warehouse
management

David Shields
Corporate Solutions
Manager,
Hydro Tasmania &
Matt Harding
SAP Mentor & UX
Specialist

Internet of Things

Incident Management

5:30pm – 7:00pm

Associate Professor Paul
Hawking
SAP Mentor & SAP
Program Director
Victoria University

Alexandra Carvalho
SAP Mentor, Senior
Director & Head of
Analytics
BI Group Australia
S/4HANA

Networking drinks in the Exhibition area

Fiori implementation

Malcolm Yeoman
Solution Architect,
Technology &
Database Specialist
SAP Australia
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Session
type

Breakout A
HCM
L3 | Ballroom A

9:00am – 9:45am

Breakout B
Financials
– Data, GRC

Breakout C
Technology – Solutions &
Applications

L3 | Ballroom B

L4 | Room 5

Breakout D
User Experience

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovation

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

International Keynote: Disrupting digital business
As we shift from a products and services economy to experiences and outcome, digital transformation ultimately demands that organisations focus their
attention on keeping promises and interacting even when they don’t control the conversation. Master strategist, Ray Wang will share the results from his
extensive research and advising global organisations and show you how to ride the waves of change. He will analyse trends including consumerisation of
technology, the new C-suite and data driven decision making and explore the impacts on your business as well as how SAP technology is changing to face
these challenges.
Ray Wang, Advisor, Author, Founder, Chairman and Principal Analyst, Constellation Research (USA)

9:45am – 10:30am

Keynote: (Platinum Sponsor) Simply better business with digital
Stuart, who is recognised as a thought leader and one of the top 10 most influential people in the SAP Ecosystem, will share his insights from recent SAP
showcase events about how SAP’s digital technologies lift operational achievement and deliver improved customer outcomes.
Stuart Dickinson, Chief Executive Officer, UXC Oxygen

10:30am – 11:00am

Morning break
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Session
type

Breakout A
HCM
L3 | Ballroom A

11:00am – 11:45am

Breakout
sessions 7

7A: Newcrest Mining go for
gold by using the latest tools
and techniques to drive user
adoption
User adoption is the key to
generating return on your SAP
investment. However,
according to a recent survey,
lack of user adoption is a
major challenge for large scale
SAP projects and one of the
key factors for project success
or failure. In this session
Newcrest Mining share their
user adoption strategy and
how they use SAP Productivity
Pak to create eLearning
simulations and other content
for software adoption, training,
and enterprise-wide
knowledge sharing. With
record-once/publish-many
technology Newcrest Mining
are able to easily and quickly
capture or document
knowledge and distribute
content to employees at the
point of need, in the right
language, and in the right
format.
Dharmesh Chandra
SAP Training Lead
Newcrest Mining Limited
User adoption

Breakout B
Financials
– Data, GRC

Breakout C
Technology – Solutions &
Applications

L3 | Ballroom B
7B: Keeping test
systems relevant in the
age of disruption
Fairfax Media, the
innovative and digitally
progressive ANZ media
company, faced
challenges in keeping its
SAP ERP test landscape
aligned to a rapidly
evolving business. Hear
how Fairfax are able to
slice through their large
and complex production
environments and find
out how they quickly
build relevant test,
training and sandbox
systems. Finally, learn
how they ensure these
systems are aligned to a
diverse Finance
organisation.

L4 | Room 5
7C: Re-think your business –
modernise your
infrastructure with
SAP HANA and Hewlett
Packard Enterprise
Modernising SAP or moving to
HANA can help you better
compete in the digital
economy by simplifying
business processes, delivering
real-time insights and
reducing complexity. To
maximise the benefits of SAP
modernisation and SAP HANA,
you need an infrastructure that
offers high performance,
scalability and reliability.
In this session Nigel O’Neil,
from the Office of State
Revenue QLD and Benny Low
from HPE, will share their
journey and experience on
how your business can gain a
new competitive edge with a
strong portfolio of deployment
options, migration, consulting
and support services

Mike Goldsworthy
Financial Systems
Delivery Manager
Fairfax Media
Test systems

Nigel O’Neill
Manager Program Office &
Security, Office of State
Revenue QLD &
Benny Low
Senior Solutions Architect
Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Australia
HANA deployment

11:45am – 11:50am

Transition

Breakout D
User Experience

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovation

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

7D: International
SAP User Experience and
Fiori Strategy and
Roadmap
This session will lay out the
latest updates for SAP’s UX
strategy and technologies
including S/4HANA, and will
reveal the latest
developments and future
directions of SAP Fiori's
concept, design language
and UX guidelines. Michael,
who is the global UX Chief
Product Expert, will also
share some tips, tricks and
best practices on usage of
tools and technologies and
help you to adopt
successfully and scale with
SAP Fiori.

7E: International
Why Foodstuffs South
Island chose IBM POWER
for SAP HANA
Foodstuffs are a true Kiwi
success story, having grown
from humble beginnings to
become one of New
Zealand's largest and most
thriving businesses. Darren
Rasmusen takes you through
the Foodstuffs SI SAP HANA
journey - the IT problems
they were experiencing; the
end goals they wanted to
achieve; the options
considered for HANA
deployment; why they
ultimately selected IBM
POWER Hardware for HANA;
and the rapid success
achieved to date with SAP
HANA BW, ECC and
Transport modules, by
running HANA on POWER.

7F: What will the
digital supply chain
look like tomorrow?
Blockchain, Cloud, 3D
Printers, Big Data,
Digital Disruption.
What will this
connectivity mean for
organisations today
that need to stay
ahead of the curve?

Michael Falk
Chief Product Expert - User
Experience & Fiori Product
Management, Global
Design &
Jan Ruessel, Product
Manager UX & Fiori,
SAP SE (Germany)
UX, Fiori strategy

Darren Rasmusen
IT Infrastructure Manager,
Foodstuffs South Island,
New Zealand
HANA hardware

 What does supply




chain integration
and technology
convergence mean
for your future
readiness?
What more can we
see over the
horizon?
What do we need to
know?

 Are you ready for
what’s next?

 How we can

collaborate to
define Now &
Future State?

Lorraine Longato
Director Value
Engineering, ANZ,
Procurement &
Business Network,
SAP Australia
Procurement
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11:50am – 12:35pm

Breakout
sessions 8

8A: Moving to Cloud HR –
overcoming security and
other challenges
Moving to a Cloud HR system
brings certain challenges
especially security concerns.
Colleen has experience with
assisting large organisations
moving to Cloud HR Systems
such as SuccessFactors and in
particular has worked on
addressing security issues. In
this presentation she will give
an overview of security issues
and the Success Factors
Security Model. As well as a
high-level comparison with
SAP Security. She will also
share valuable lessons learned
and tips on how to approach a
Cloud HR migration project.
Colleen Hebbert
SAP Mentor & SAP Security
& GRC Consultant
Cloud HR, Security

Breakout B
Financials
– Data, GRC

Breakout C
Technology – Solutions &
Applications

L3 | Ballroom B
8B: How Dimension
Data manages all of its
expense report
capture, expense audit
and fraud detection
with Concur
Dimension Data has
been using Concur to
manage all its expense
report capture, expense
audit and fraud
detection. Come along
to this session to
understand:

How was the
business case for
Concur developed?

Implementation
experiences both
planned and actual

Lessons learned
from the
implementation

Additional benefits
and usage
experiences

L4 | Room 5
8C: The Woolworths HANA
journey – getting the
infrastructure right
This in-depth technical
presentation will focus on the
HANA infrastructure at
Woolworths. Points discussed
will include:

HANA infrastructure
options & upgrade
considerations

Stability & capacity
challenges

Lessons learnt from
upgrading & testing
Hana
Laurence Bennett
Head of SAP Application
Technology
Woolworths
HANA infrastructure

Mark Miller
Chief Information
Officer
Dimension Data

Breakout D
User Experience

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovation

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

8D: International
SAP Fiori Elements, SAP
UI5 and SAP Web IDE – the
simple way to build and
extend Fiori applications
Learn how to efficiently
develop responsive SAP Fiori
applications leveraging
SAPUI5 and the SAP Web
IDE, the new web-based
development environment.
This holistic tool enables
users to design, build, and
deploy responsive SAPUI5
apps with Fiori UX by using
templates, WYSIWYG, code
editor, and much more.
Learn about the SAP Fiori
Elements concept and why
this approach tremendously
increases the development
efficiency and maintainability
while ensuring UX
consistency. In addition you
will learn about the flexibility
concepts to extend apps
built with Fiori elements.

8E: International
The future of customer
experience and the
implications for SAP
solutions
Few areas have been
changed as dramatically by
technology as the
relationship with your
customers. Ray will distil his
vast global experience
advising major international
companies and making
sense of SAP developments
and general innovations to
give you a critical insight
into what customer
engagement solutions you
should be looking at and
how to get the best from
your existing and upcoming
SAP solutions to optimise
how your organisation is
connected to its customers.

8F: Digital Enterprise
Platform update –
SAP HANA and
location data
Join this session for a
high level overview of
the new SAP HANA
SPS 10/11 features
and best practices.
SAP is delivering a
completely new
experience in solving
the day-to-day
challenges of Hadoop
by enabling "OLAP"
style Enterprise
Analytics and
Interactive SQL on
Hadoop data utilizing
SAP HANA Vora. Learn
how the solution
delivers much needed
integration for
corporate data with
Data Lakes and how it
builds a simple yet
powerful platform that
removes complexity
out of Hadoop &
Apache Spark.

Michael Falk
Chief Product Expert - User
Experience & Fiori Product
Management, Global
Design &
Jan Ruessel, Product
Manager UX & Fiori,
SAP SE (Germany)

Expense Management,
Concur

Fiori Elements, apps
12:35pm – 1:35pm

Lunch

Ray Wang, Advisor,
Author, Founder, Chairman
and Principal Analyst
Constellation Research
(USA)
Customer Experience

Viren Joseph
Centre of Excellence
– Database &
Technology,
SAP Australia
HANA, location data
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1:35pm – 2:20pm

Breakout
sessions 9

9A: Cost-effective solutions
for executive decision
making – utilising SAP HR
and Machine Learning
technologies
The Airbus Group will show
how it is combining various
SAP modules with new
machine learning tools to
provide deep analytics
capabilities that are vital to the
day-to-day operations of the
business. From the initial
process of data preparation
and transformation, through to
the final stages of modelling,
visualisation, and optimisation
of predictive solutions, this
provides a unique platform for
the development of costeffective business solutions
that are rapidly deployed.
Michael J Choudhury
Manager, Business Solutions,
Airbus Group Australia
Pacific

Breakout B
Financials
– Data, GRC

Breakout C
Technology – Solutions &
Applications

L3 | Ballroom B
9B: SAP
BusinessObjects Cloud
using your on-premise
data
In this live demo heavy
session you will learn
how to use the SAP
BusinessObjects Cloud
to access data assets
sitting on your
premises.

L4 | Room 5
9C: Developing in house SAP
support capability – The
Hydro Tasmania experience
Hydro Tasmania went live with
SAP in 2013 and struggled to
get the support model
working efficiently or
effectively, so it was decided
that insourcing would better
suit requirements. David will
discuss the many lessons
learned, why the existing
outsourced model didn’t work,
how the change was achieved
without any major technical
issues and the end users were
not negatively impacted.
Hydro now has a small team
delivering a much higher level
of benefits and improvements
to the business at a much
lower cost.

Clint Vosloo
SAP Mentor &
Managing Partner
EV Technologies
BO Cloud

David Shields, Corporate
Solutions Manager,
Hydro Tasmania
In house support

Machine learning

Breakout D
User Experience

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovation

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

9D: Guerrilla UX Design:
How to engage with real
users in the face of
adversity
Let's face it, User Experience
design can be costly but in
the long run leaving it out
could cost you a whole lot
more. While many
organisations are starting to
realise the benefits of UX
design, getting the right
amount of support and time
can be hard. This session
looks at ways you can
engage with real end users
quickly and inexpensively. If
you are looking for ways to
bring UX design to your
work but you don't
necessarily have a lot of
time, money or support then
this is the session for you.

9E: International
IT Security part 1:
Understanding Cloud
security and compliance
Cloud security is a matter of
building trust however it’s
easier said than done when
there is often little visibility
around what is the actual
role of the Cloud provider
and where your data is
stored to name a few. This
exclusive session will go a
long way towards helping
you understand Cloud
security, build trust and
enable you to make the best
decisions. Our expert
presenter will:

Give you an overview of
Cloud Cyber security
and developing a
holistic approach

Help you understand
the SAP Cloud and the
various delivery and
deployment models

9F: Improving
collaboration and
business outcomes
with SAP Integrated
Business Planning
Effective supply chain
planning is necessary
to meet (and exceed)
rapidly increasing
stakeholder
expectations. A
collaborative planning
solution that is shared
by finance, sales,
marketing, and supply
chain ensures
consistency and faster
decision making.
Learn about SAP
Integrated Business
Planning (IBP), the
cloud-based solution
that supports
collaborative and factbased planning
processes, and links
the outcomes of those
planning processes
back to core execution
systems.

Simon Kemp
SAP Mentor & National
Solution Lead – SAP UX,
Plaut IT

Gerlinde Zibulski
Head of SAP Security
Product Management &
SAP Fellow
SAP SE
Cloud Security

Adam Peanna
Senior Extended
Supply Chain
Solution Specialist,
SAP ANZ
ESCM

2:20pm – 2:25pm

Transition
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10A: The SAP world of
HANA and Fiori - Do you
have the right skills in your
team to succeed and if not,
how do you get there?
Compared to 10 years ago,
SAP’s world is radically
different due to their
investment in mobility, cloud,
in-memory, analytics, UX
Design and Design Thinking.
The problem is how do you
really benefit from the
innovation in this space and
invest in the right technologies
to solve your business
problems/opportunities. This
session will discuss the various
paths that you should start to
explore within your
organisation in order to build
agile innovative solutions
around a stable (digital) core
that the business will feel
engaged with. There’s no silver
bullet for any of this, but there
are roadblocks you can
definitely avoid that will be
discussed.
Matt Harding
SAP solution & UX
specialist, SAP Mentor
HANA, Fiori skills,

Breakout B
Financials
– Data, GRC

Breakout C
Technology – Solutions &
Applications

L3 | Ballroom B
10B: Implementing
HANA as a sidecar
Hydro Tasmania has
started their Hana
journey by
implementing a SAP
Hana Sidecar. They are
delivering BI reporting
via Hana and moving
their reporting
landscape from BW/
BOBJ to Hana. They have
also implemented new
reporting tools including
analysis excel, and SAP
Lumira. Alicja will explain
how the new
environment has helped
her team deliver better
and faster reports
particularly in the GRC
area, whilst also
enabling business users
to access data for
themselves and create
their own data
visualisations. She will
share some key tips and
tricks to help you with
your journey.

L4 | Room 5
10C: AGL bringing SAP data
onto Big Data Platform challenges & achievements
AGL has been a leader in its
use of SAP HANA, analytics
and Big Data. Ravi will discuss
how AGL is currently
developing a comprehensive
Big Data platform to capture
all SAP and Non SAP data.
Focusing on the implications
for SAP data he will share
insights into the challenges
and learnings from this project
and will give you valuable tips
on how you can start
benefiting from one of your
most valuable resources –
data.
Ravi Kalidindi
Manager Data Architecture
& Technology
AGL Energy

Chris Rae
SAP Mentor, Technology,
UX & UI5 Specialist
D’Alrea Solutions

Big Data capture

Designing Fiori apps

Alicja Mosbauer
a/g Information and
Analytics Manager
Hydro Tasmania
HANA sidecar

3:10pm – 3:40pm

Afternoon break

Breakout D
User Experience

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovation

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

10D: How to design
complex applications in
Fiori
Building your own apps in
SAP Fiori? Chris will review
complex Fiori application
design and the next level of
detail you need to
consider. He will focus on:

Identifying your UX
needs

Implementing a custom
UX renovation plan

Architectural designs
and decisions that need
to be made

Tips to use on your
project

Best practices

10E: IT Security part 2:
SAP Enterprise Threat
Detection
Not a day goes by without a
major security attack or
breach being reported in the
media. In this deep dive
session you will discover
how you can identify attacks
on your business systems
with critical data in real time.
You will learn how to analyse
threats quickly enough to
neutralise them before
serious damage occurs, and
how to work on historic data
for great insights. See demos
to analyse data and create
your own patterns to autodetect attacks. The SAP
Enterprise Threat Detection
application utilises the realtime power of the SAP
HANA platform to help you
identify and analyse threats
from hackers who are intent
on causing serious damage.

10F: The future of
Cloud HR
Technology Intelligent services
HR is continuing to
transform to be a
strategic enabler of
business success,
supporting the people
across the
organisation.
Intelligent services is
the next-generation
approach to selfservices and leverages
technology to remove
complexity from
typical HR events. End
users are empowered
to do more on their
own, without the need
to rely on HR Shared
Services to do it for
them.

Gerlinde Zibulski
Head of SAP Security
Product Management &
SAP Fellow
SAP SE

Marc Havercroft
VP HR Digital
Strategy &
Transformation
SAP Australia &
Naomi Benjamin, HR
Technology Advisor,
SAP SuccessFactors

Enterprise threat detection

Intelligent Services
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11A: Using social tools to
accelerate change in your
projects
Many people use a variety of
social media to "stay in the
know" and to "be connected".
But organisations are still
coming to terms with how to
leverage the benefits of these
tools for internal collaboration.
Using real examples in the
implementation of a major
SAP project at Woolworths
Limited, Greg will show how
you can hit the ground
running when you integrate
social into your change
management plan including:

Top challenges in any
change project and how
social tools can help

Clarifying your purpose
for using social tools and
measuring effectiveness

Tips for managing the
interactions

Insights that you can't get
through traditional
mediums
Greg Taylor
HCM Change Manager
Woolworths
Change Management

Breakout B
Financials
– Data, GRC

Breakout C
Technology – Solutions &
Applications

L3 | Ballroom B
11B: Data migration
and MDM for a
smoother global SAP
rollout
Dimension Data has
been rolling out a single
global instance of SAP
as part of its
simplification program.
Mark will discuss how a
shared service Master
Data Management
(MDM) arrangement was
set up to support this
operational model. He
will discuss:

Data migration
strategy, planning
& resourcing

Data migration
from multiple
instances to single
instance

Data harmonisation
& de-duplication

Data validation

MDM as a service

L4 | Room 5
11C: Utilising next
generation analytics with
BusinessObjects Cloud
SAP BusinessObjects Cloud is a
new generation of Softwareas-a-Service (SaaS) that
redefines Analytics by
providing all Analytics
capabilities for all users in one
product.
This presentation will show
you how you can get the
answers you require, whether
in one line of data or a billion.
Report the past, analyse the
present, predict the future, and
never take no for an answer.
Unify Business Intelligence,
Planning and Predictive
Analytics in one platform.
Alexandra Carvalho
SAP Mentor, Senior Director
& Head of Analytics
BI Group Australia
BO Cloud

Mark Miller
Chief Information
Officer
& Jane Swoboda
Global Deployment
Director,
Dimension Data

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovation

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

11D: International
SAP Fiori Launchpad –
overview,
recommendations and
latest updates
SAP Fiori launchpad is the
strategic single point of
entry for SAP business
applications and analytics. It
offers a role-based,
personalised and real-time
access for end users. This
session provides an overview
of benefits, key capabilities,
configuration, integration
and extensibility options.
You will get insights on the
product roadmap and how
the Fiori 2.0 design concepts
will impact SAP Fiori
launchpad in future releases.

11E: Standing on the
shoulders of giants - being
a good open source citizen
and the implications for
SAP systems
This presentation will look at
why big companies like SAP
are betting big and building
on a foundation of open
source software (OSS). The
question then is, as
customers of software built
on Open Source what do we
need to know and what do
we need to look out for?
John is someone who
contributes to and maintains
various open source projects
so he can provide a unique
perspective into the
processes and social
etiquettes of contributing
and accepting contributions
to open source software and
what it takes to be a good
open source citizen.

11F: Continuous
performance
management –
optimizing workforce
and business
outcomes
Individuals have a new
attitude towards work,
organisations are at a
crossroads with digital
natives driving social
media and change is
occurring within what
were once the
fundamentals of
performance
management. See how
continuous
performance
management makes
sense to drive
commercial outcomes,
engage employees
and deliver the right
outcomes for both the
individual and
organisation.

Michael Falk
Chief Product Expert - User
Experience & Fiori Product
Management, Global
Design
SAP SE (Germany)
Fiori Launchpad

John Patterson
SAP Mentor, SAPUI5 and
Gateway Specialist
Open Source software

Russell Porter
Business
Transformation
Advisor
SAP SuccessFactors
Performance
Management

Data migration, MDM
4:25pm – 4:30pm

Breakout D
User Experience

Transition
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12A: Optimising user
performance …with Fiori
Accessibility
Make the most of your
workforce by getting
unnecessary productivity
barriers out of their way.
Accessibility guidelines are
best practices for creating
effective user experiences that
support a wide range of
human abilities. Learn how to
create a better UX for all your
employees; broaden your
choice of new recruits; reduce
absenteeism; and retain your
people longer.
Jocelyn Dart
SAP Mentor & UX Specialist
SAP Australia

Breakout B
Financials
– Data, GRC

Breakout C
Technology – Solutions &
Applications

L3 | Ballroom B
12B: DuluxGroup –
Delivering ERP to PNG
with Business by
Design
DuluxGroup needed to
deliver an ERP system to
its subsidiary in PNG.
However, overheads had
to be kept down and an
easy to use standardised
system was required
that could be used
across other subsidiaries
with standard processes.
Hear how SAP Business
By Design was able to
fulfil these requirements
and how you can roll out
lower cost, simpler ERP
systems to your
subsidiaries and
business units.

L4 | Room 5
12C: Learning SAPese: A
strange foreign language
Do you know what the SAP
Business Network is or Kxen? If
not, this session is for you. The
SAP world is full of confusing
terminology and brand names
which continually change. This
session will involve a panel of
experts who will be asked to
explain different SAP terms in
45 seconds so if you are
confused by SAP terminology,
as many of us are, then this
session is for you!
Associate Professor Paul
Hawking, SAP Mentor & a
selected panel of SAP
Mentors and experts.
SAP terminology

Fiori, accessibility
Paul Hobbs
Senior SAP FICO
Consultant
DuluxGroup
Business by Design

Breakout D
User Experience

Breakout E
Optimising SAP

Breakout F
SAP Innovation

L4 | Room 4

L4 | Room 3

L4 | Room 1

12D: Testing SAPUI5 –
Does your custom SAP
Fiori app have a
foundation of tests
You know you should be
testing but you aren't
because well... that new
feature has to be in
production yesterday.
Getting started on a testing
disciple can be challenging.
In this session Nigel James
will take you through
approaches for testing your
SAPUI5 codebase. We will
cover:
1. Qunit
2. Selenium
3. Integrating testing with
building and deploying
workflow as well as a high
level scope for why you need
to test. Come to this session
to get started on your
testing journey.

12E: How to use a
simplification database to
migrate to S/4HANA
Paul probably knows more
than most about what is
required to migrate to
S/4HANA – in fact he is
writing a book about it. Here
he will discuss some of the
things you should consider
around your database and
data including the so called
“simplification database”,
extracting code from your
current system, running
various batch jobs and more.
He will also look at the big
list of everything you need
to change if you want to
migrate to S/4 HANA.

12F: Discover how
you can get started
on your Journey to
SAP S/4HANA
Understand the latest
innovations and
updates from SAP
regarding the next
generation Business
Suite S/4HANA. In this
session we will cover a
number of topics
including: Deployment
Options for both OnPremise and Cloud,
Core Capabilities and
Suite Options to help
digitalise your
business, understand
SAP Best practices,
and conversion tools
and accelerators to
help you get started
on your journey to
SAP S/4HANA.

Nigel James
SAP Mentor Alumni &
Principal Consultant
Squarecloud

S/4HANA migration

Testing, UI5

5:15pm

Event concludes

Paul Hardy
Technology author and
Senior ABAP Programmer
Hanson

Kevin Richardson
Presale Lead
Enterprise Architect
SAP Australia
S/4HANA
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SAP Partner Innovation Lifecycle Services Sessions
SAP Partner Innovation Lifecycle Services (PLS) provides partners with an end-to-end support for Co-Innovation from ideation phase to market introduction of the product. We
act as trusted advisor during the Innovation Lifecycle, offering the Right Services to the Right Partners at the Right Time. Through our objective to work with partners globally, we
continue our focus on the ANZ region and look forward to engaging with ANZ partners.
At the SAUG National Summit on 5th – 6th September 2016, PLS will have a presence on two consecutive days. On September 6th, we will host sessions at the event to share our
integrated service offerings for partners. SAP Integration and Certification Center (SAP ICC), as part of PLS, will also present its latest solution certification offerings around IoT,
HCP and S/4HANA.
Location: Level 1, Hilton Hotel, Sydney
Agenda [September 6th]:





PLS Keynote
PLS Services – Deep Dive
What’s in it for Partners to work with us?
SAP Solution Certification – Latest offerings

Please Note
The speakers and topics on this agenda are subject to change. For further details about this agenda or about presenting at any SAUG events please contact: michael.kovacevic@saug.com.au
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) Hours
The HR Stream within the SAUG National Summit conforms to Australian Human Resources Institute (AHRI) requirements for gaining Continuing Professional Development (CPD) hours. AHRI
members who attend the HR Stream can count the time attended as part of their CPD hours. More information
The LOB Breakout Streams within the SAUG National Summit conform to Australian Computer Society (ACS) requirements for gaining Professional Development (PD) hours. ACS members who
attend the general streams can count the time attended as part of their PD hours. More information

